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Message from the Garrison Commander
Annual Report DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Resident Units and Support Organizations

INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND
HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY
GARRISON, FORT LEONARD WOOD
14000 MSCOE LOOP, SUITE 120
FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO 65473-8929

In 2010, Fort Leonard Wood envisioned a sustainable future using the
Army’s Installation Strategic Sustainability Planning process. Installation decision-makers,
working with community stakeholders, laid a course where future Mission and community
needs can be met with the resources that are marshalled and protected every day. Five
years into the implementation of the resulting Installation Strategic Plan, Fort Leonard Wood
is a more adaptable, sustainable installation that provides superior support in meeting its
Army mission. Furthermore, Fort Leonard Wood has supported the surrounding communities in their improvement efforts. Together, Fort Leonard Wood and the surrounding community are moving toward a sustainable future.
The progress, so far, has been steady, and impressive, but far from complete. Through
2014, Fort Leonard Wood accomplished 147 of 170 (86 percent) actions identified to support the sustainability objectives defined in the 2010 Installation Strategic Sustainability
Plan. In 2015, these efforts continued and are described in this report. In addition, the sustainability stakeholders, who are vital to this effort, worked to update and revise the 2010
Installation Strategic Sustainability Plan to reflect additional efforts that are needed to ensure the long-term viability of Fort Leonard Wood to accomplish current and future missions
in a thriving, sustainable Ozarks region.

Fort Leonard Wood continues to reflect the Army’s bright and sustainable future. The first
Army installation building a super-efficient Advanced Individual Training Barracks, Fort
Leonard Wood is using the 2013 Award-winning sustainable design developed by a US Army Corps of Engineers design and engineering team. We are looking forward to riding the
Army’s first automated transit buses that will be deployed in 2016 under the Army’s Autonomous Robotics for Installation and Base Operations program. Fort Leonard Wood will construct a high-efficiency combined heat and power system for Specker Barracks that will
greatly increase our energy efficiency. We continue to work with our neighbors to create a
sustainable region including expansion of the Pulaski County Sheltered Workshop’s Farmers Market and Community Supported Agriculture at Fort Leonard Wood—both of which will
provide our community with increased access to secure and healthy foods. Efforts such as
these, and many others, are described in this report.
I am impressed with the efforts and accomplishments of all of those who have spent extra
time planning for and working toward a sustainable Fort Leonard Wood community. You
have accomplished remarkable things and have even more planned for the future. I encourage all of you to keep up the good work.

Andrew M. Herbst
Colonel, U.S. Army
Garrison Commander
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Organizations Training at Fort Leonard Wood

Fort Leonard Wood at a Glance
At the heart of mission success, across the range of military operations, are capable warriors and
leaders with unique skills and tools developed at the Maneuver Support Center of Excellence
(MSCoE), Fort Leonard Wood. Fort Leonard Wood hosts one of eight training centers of excellence within the US Army’s Training and Doctrine Command. On an annual basis, Fort
Leonard Wood trains approximately 80,000 military and civilian personnel, and an additional
12,000-13,000 non-tenant US Army Reserve and Army National Guard Soldiers. Fort Leonard Wood hosts training for engineering, chemical and biological, military police, driving, and
prime power production specialties providing credentialing for students and permanent party
staff. The Post is one of the nation’s premier multi-component, inter-service training centers—
for example, one in seven Marines have been or will be trained at Fort Leonard Wood. The
Post annually trains about 400 international students from allied military services.
Fort Leonard Wood’s Regional Contributions
In addition to its global military training reach, Fort Leonard Wood is a critical stakeholder in
the Ozark Region. The Post is a leader in its local community with significant impacts
throughout the State of Missouri including:
 Military Construction (MILCON) projects totaling $315M FY12-15
 Support and services to 81,100 military personnel, families, and students; civilian employees; and retirees in the region
 $1.5B (approx.) in military and civilian salaries and operating budget
 150,000 graduation visitors annually
 Top 10 employer in Missouri providing over 30,000 direct and indirect jobs
 49.3% of boundary land is federally owned
Embracing sustainability, Fort Leonard Wood sets the tone for actions that will support future
generations through careful use, management, and protection of natural, financial, social, and
human resources. The Post seeks to accomplish its mission, now and into the future, in concert
with the interests of the local community.
Installation Strategic Sustainability Plan and Program
In 2010, Fort Leonard Wood developed the long-term component of the Garrison Strategic
Plan using the Installation Management Command (IMCOM) Installation Strategic Sustainability Planning (ISSP) process. The ISSP process consisted of several stakeholder engagement
activities over a 12-month period so that the Installation had six goals and supporting objectives
by 2011. Since then, the Installation has held quarterly ISSP meetings with goal teams and
stakeholders (usually one-week/quarter), developed and pursued projects, implemented changes, and expanded monitoring to better quantify performance. Since 2010, the Installation has
initiated 147 of 170 (86 percent) short-term activities identified in the Installation Strategic Plan.
Seventy-seven of these activities have been completed or established to support the long-term
goals going forward.
Sustainable development demands robust cooperation and participation. As such, Fort Leonard Wood has worked in concert with various partners and stakeholders to move toward sustainable operations. This report provides highlights of the activities accomplished in FY2015 in
cooperation with these (see icons below) and many other partners.
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Executive Summary
Fort Leonard Wood is a thriving U.S. Army installation in the Missouri Ozarks that provides the Army with an ideal, unencumbered training complex. Fort Leonard Wood is home to the Maneuver
Support Center of Excellence that trains more than 80,000 military Soldiers and civilians each year.
The Installation supports important training missions for every branch of the U.S. military and other
Federal Agencies. Despite critical and ever-changing mission requirements, Fort Leonard Wood is
using the Army’s ISSP process to meet and exceed Department of Defense (DoD) sustainability requirements, including Executive Order (EO) 13514, Army Net Zero objectives, and Executive Order
16393: Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade. In embracing sustainability, Fort
Leonard Wood goes well beyond the various energy, water, and waste mandates by committing to
long-term sustainability as the accepted problem-solving mindset of both on- and off-post populations.
This approach is transforming Fort Leonard Wood and the surrounding community into a resilient,
sustainable community.
Fort Leonard Wood initiated its ISSP to optimize resource use (environmental, human, and financial)
to best accomplish the current mission without compromising the ability of future Soldiers to accomplish their Missions. The sustainability lines of effort (LOEs) focus on the installation’s core activities
of infrastructure, mission services, community engagement, community well-being, workforce, and
mission performance (training). The Fort Leonard Wood implementation approach demands crossinstallation involvement through stakeholder-led teams, each addressing one of the LOEs established
by the participants of the ISSP process. ISSP implementation has matured into developing, sharing,
and executing innovative project plans across teams. These teams work on plans and projects continuously and gather quarterly to update progress, identify areas of concern and opportunities, share possible solutions, and identify funding resources. Each ISSP quarterly session involves more than 100
Installation personnel who represent Garrison directorates, support organizations, engaged units, and
25 local, regional, educational, state, and federal partners.
Teams have been working on implementation of these goals and supporting objectives/actions for
nearly five years (FY11-15). In FY2016, the teams will review and update the goals, objectives, and
actions. The revised strategic sustainability plan will provide a roadmap for the next five years of
movement toward a sustainable installation. In addition to revisiting the plan, each team will continue to push forward on specific cornerstone projects and the integration of sustainability considerations
into existing programs and activities.
LOE Team 1—Infrastructure: Fort Leonard Wood continues its efforts to document and analyze
water and energy use, waste generation, and land use patterns as a means for supporting development
of a walkable, net zero community that provides the maximum, unencumbered land for current and
future missions. The Directorate of Public Works in conjunction with the Kansas City Corps of Engineers designed a combined heat and power (CHP) system for the Specker Barracks complex that as
been approved for funding under the Energy Conservation Investment Program (ECIP). The installation began construction on the Army’s first High Performance Sustainable Building design for an Advanced Individual Training (AIT) barracks. This building reflects many of the design elements of the
2013 Holcim Award-winning design developed previously as part of the Fort Leonard Wood ISSP
activities. The installation continues to identify and replace inefficient building and utility systems in
their effort to reduce energy and water use.
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LOE Team 2—Mission Services: Fort Leonard Wood is working with the Autonomous Robotics for
Installation and Base Operations (ARIBO) program to develop a transit system to move Soldiers to and
from dining facilities. In 2015, the Installation supported the Tank Automotive Research Design Engineering Center (TARDEC) that oversees ARIBO in documenting system performance needs and evaluating the research submissions of 10 interested robotics research consortiums. Fort Leonard Wood will host
the Army’s first demonstration of autonomous vehicles that will transport company-sized units with three
or four vehicles. The demonstration will ultimately optimize usage of dining facility capacity and save
nearly $4M/year in operational, energy, and water costs. Lessons learned will support the Army in developing future autonomous vehicles that can be deployed into forward areas.
LOE Team 3—Community Engagement: Sustainability is a community-wide concept. As such, partnerships are critical to supporting not only installation efforts but also in strengthening community sustainability activities. Fort Leonard Wood works with the Sustainable Ozarks Partnership to explore opportunities to enhance the region: regional health care, airfield expansion, regional utilities, veteran to farmer
training, tourism, and sustainable agriculture are a few of concepts pursued in FY15. Fort Leonard
Wood is also partnering with local organizations like the Pulaski County Sheltered Workshop (PCSW),
which, in 2015, established one of the first on-post farmers’ markets in the Army system. PCSW is working to expand the market to include a community supported agriculture (CSA) service and eventually a
regional foodhub that will provide the installation additional access to locally grown products.
LOE Team 4—Wellness: Fort Leonard Wood continues to support and expand sustainability programs
that enhance community well-being like our VRide commuter program that has already eliminated over
30 tons of CO2 emissions through vanpooling. Fort Leonard Wood and the US Forestry Service (USFS)
are working to build community trails in the Mark Twain National Forest that circle Fort Leonard Wood.
The Community Health Promotion program expanded in 2015 with the opening of the Wellness Center
that provides diagnostics, education, and consultation to promote healthier choices and behavior. As part
of the Department of Defense health Base Initiative, Fort Leonard Wood evaluated on-post meal and food
providers to score the healthiness of available options. This information will be used to provide healthier
options in the future.
LOE Team 5—Workforce: Fort Leonard Wood continues to improve mechanisms and tools that support development of a robust workforce. In 2015, the team explored succession planning as a means for
addressing issues associated with an aging workforce and developed actions to avoid knowledge and skill
loss that could adversely impact the accomplishment of the mission. The team is also working to improve
individual development plans (IDPs), internships and mentoring, and workforce resiliency. The team
continues to explore opportunities to partner with Missouri Science and Technology (MS&T) to provide
internship and project opportunities for students.
LOE Team 6—Training: Fort Leonard Wood works to ensure the long-term viability of the range and
training areas to support current and future missions. A new munition dictated the building of berms to
enhance safety. In FY2015, Range Operations built these areas using in-house labor and equipmentsaving funds for other training needs. The Master Plan restricts most construction of non-training and
range facility infrastructure to the established cantonment zone. In doing so, DPW is protecting training
operations from internal encroachment. Development of the Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB) strategy and plan will provide space and adaptability for use of Installation lands for future and potentially expanded training missions.
These efforts and many others are described in more detail in the document that follows.
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By the Numbers—Sustainability Indicators
Direct measurement of sustainable performance is not possible. As such, Fort Leonard Wood has developed four indicators (Energy and water use, waste generation, and quality of life) that will be used to reflect
installation progress in becoming sustainable. Each indicator is described below. For each, an up-arrow
indicates that performance over several years is trending in the correct direction. The color denotes whether
(green) or not (red) the established Army requirement (if there is one) was accomplished for FY15. Fort
Leonard Wood is also tracking each Line of Effort (LOE)– and project-specific accomplishments—this information is provided later in the report.
Since 2003, Fort Leonard Wood has reduced its
EUI by 14.3% as opposed to the 27% required
for covered facilities. Intensity is trending toward the goal but not at a sufficient rate to meet
it by 2015.
The Army is 14.8% points off the 2014 goal; trending toward the goal, but not at sufficient rate to meet 2015 goal.

Energy Use Intensity (EUI) —Federal
mandate requires all agencies to reduce 3%
per year to total of 30% by 2015 (2003 baseline)

To report progress on goals, Army policy requires installations to track EUI, measured in Million British
Thermal Units per Thousand square feet per year (MBTU/Kft2/yr), for infrastructure maintained by
IMCOM in the cantonment area. However, to address demand for on-post power generation or purchase,
it is critical to understand the demand for all facilities and infrastructure within the Installation boundary.
Through installation-wide improvements in building efficiencies, use of efficient technologies, and various
conservation efforts, Fort Leonard Wood has realized a 29% decrease in EUI since 2007. This reflects
greater progress in creating a more sustainable energy profile for the Installation
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In FY15, Fort Leonard Wood exceeded the
Army water use intensity requirement of a 14%
reduction for covered facilities.

Potable Water Use Intensity—Federal
mandate requires an annual reduction in
water consumption by 2% through 2020
based upon a 2007 baseline (total water intensity reduction of 26% Gallons per square
foot (gal/ft2)

The Army leads DOD in water use intensity reduction having attained a 27.1% reduction since 2007 as compared
to the required 14%.
Since 2007, Fort Leonard Wood has reduced its total water consumption while increasing its building
square footage. The water use intensity in 2007 was 76.6 gal/ft2 and by the end of FY15, it had dropped
to 50.2 gal/ft2. This represents a 34% reduction. However, on-going studies to improve water metering
and use tracking will increase installation confidence in our calculated water use intensity. Concerns
about the increasing amounts of waste water treated provides reason for additional investigation, metering, evaluation, and improvement. The water use trend, however, shows reductions accomplished
through construction of more efficient buildings and systems, maintenance, and conservation.
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By the Numbers—Sustainability Indicators
Annual Report

Fort Leonard Wood diverted 50.2% of its solid
waste in FY15. The Installation diversion rate
has been in the 50% target range for the past
three years.

Solid Waste Diversion—Federal mandate
requires that 50% of non-hazardous waste be
diverted from the waste stream by FY15.

The Army has met the 2015 goal of 50% solid waste diversion.
Fort Leonard Wood works to improve diversion rates for recyclable materials. In addition to diverting
over 50% of its municipal waste, the installation recycles 74.4% of its construction and demolition waste.
In 2015, the Installation began deconstructing World War II (WWII) wood buildings as well as steel and
cinder block motor pools to reduce landfill waste, increase material reuse, and evaluate the use of deconstruction over demolition for future efforts. The results of these efforts will be presented in the FY16 Annual Report.
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Fort Leonard Wood has added an additional indicator for tracking progress in sustainability—
Quality of Life (QOL). The QOL indicator is calculated by combining the average Installation
Status Readiness (ISR) scores for Infrastructure Quality and Infrastructure Mission to obtain an
infrastructure score. The infrastructure score is then averaged with the ISR Service Score and
the Interactive Customer Evaluation (ICE) approval rate. This considers all facilities, services,
and customer satisfaction as equally important. Fort Leonard Wood’s QOL average has been
increasing from 61% in 2007 to a plateau of 85% from FY2012-15. This indicator will be
tracked each year as a means of measuring the quality of the environment provided for all people who work, live, and interact with the Post. The Army tracks much of the data used to calculate the QOL indicator but does not have an established goal for QOL.
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LOE 1: Sustainable Development and Redevelopment
Vision:
Report
Fort Leonard Wood Annual
will, in the
next 25 years, transform into an installation with an efficient network of
high-performance, sustainable, and resilient infrastructure systems, enabling mission assurance and mission expansion.
Desired End State:
Fort Leonard Wood will be developed into a walkable community that is constructed of high-efficiency
buildings that are clustered in neighborhoods linked by a multi-modal transportation system.
Highlights of On-going Efforts:
In FY15, Fort Leonard Wood continued its efforts to become a Net Zero Energy, Water, and Waste installation. Directorate of Public Works (DPW) staff worked with the Engineer Research and Development
Center (ERDC) Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) to further characterize energy and
water use, waste generation/diversion, lighting, and land use patterns. DPW has worked to improve monitoring data to provide the installation with more accurate water and power usage data. This data is used to
model opportunities to optimize facility operation through high-performance design and use of efficient
technologies and improved systems. Several successes are described below.
Net Zero Energy
With support from CERL, Fort Leonard Wood is exploring best-case energy generation and use scenarios
based upon improving metering data. The Installation is refining approaches to deep building renovations
as well as exploring new heating and powering approaches. Fort Leonard Wood is also deploying energyefficient technologies and renewable energy generation systems.

Combined Heat and Power to be integrated
into existing boiler infrastructure in the
Specker Barracks complex.

LEED v4 Army Pilot at Fort Leonard Wood.

Fort Leonard Wood will update an aging central plant with a combined heat and power (CHP) generator
(2MW). The project will be funded under the DoD Energy Conservation Investment Program (ECIP) and
will support net zero energy efforts by using natural gas to produce electricity and energy recovered from
exhaust to heat the Specker Barracks Complex. The project resulted from the Net Zero Planner efforts to
analyze long term costs of energy conservation measures (ECMs). Extensive metering data was used to
determine Energy Use Intensity (EUI in BTU/SF/Year) to allow comparison of energy-use profiles by
building type or vintage. CERL is developing deep retrofit recommendations for 19 buildings and Specker
Barracks complex to support the Capital Development Plan. Fort Leonard Wood executed four energy savings projects with year-end funds: (1) replacement of two high-maintenance screw chillers with high efficiency chillers ($418,000 installed, 3-year payback anticipated), (2) replacement of pole-mounted
400W/480V lights with high-efficiency LED lights at TA 228 and TA 236 ($128,000 installed, 3-year payback anticipated), (3) and (4).
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Net Zero Water

New Central Vehicle Wash Rack System.

Fort Leonard Wood, with CERL’s support, is evaluating potable water use intensities through expanded
metering and infrastructure evaluations. Fort Leonard Wood is also transitioning to efficient systems like
the re-circulating wash rack (across from the Duvall Central Maintenance Facility). The wash rack was
designed and constructed by USACE Kansas City District and open in FY16. This system will recycle
water and collected rainwater for high-pressure tactical vehicle cleaning. In FY15, CERL refined the Net
Zero Planner tool by analyzing Fort Leonard Wood water use and system data. CERL calculated the
Post’s “Real Cost of Water” by expanding the number of cost variables that should be considered by Fort
Leonard Wood when establishing its water rate. Fort Leonard Wood also integrated storm water planning and runoff estimations from into the Master Plan. In addition, CERL support DPW in identifying
water conservation technology retrofit guidelines to be used in renovation and replacement projects.
Net Zero Waste

Deconstruction of WWII Laundry Facilities.

In FY15, Fort Leonard Wood continued efforts to reduce its infrastructure footprint through the Facility
Reduction Program (FRP). While EO 13514 requires a 50% waste diversion requirement, the 2013 Sustainable Design and Development (SDD) policy requires a 60% diversion rate for all facility reductions.
Further, the SDD policy requires installations to evaluate the feasibility of deconstruction and salvage in
place of traditional demolition. As such, Fort Leonard Wood piloted, in conjunction with USACE Kansas City District, a deconstruction project for three WWII buildings. The pilot effort, executed by the
Huntsville Corps of Engineers under the FRP, with support by CERL, achieved a total diversion rate of
73%, exceeding the Army SDD requirement by 13%. This was the first pilot deconstruction project awarded through the FRP.
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LOE 1: Sustainable Development and Redevelopment
In 2015, CERL characterized waste streams by building types. They evaluated disposal rates and waste
intensities to derive installation-wide estimates. CERL evaluated the Fort Leonard Wood Qualified Recycling Program to identify revenue waste streams and disposal rates to estimate potential Installation-wide
recycling revenue. The DPW Housing Program continued to support Net Zero Waste by recycling mattresses from barracks and housing areas. Fort Leonard Wood diverted 1,118 35”x75”, 301 36”x80” and
158 full-sized mattresses to a regional recycler.

CERL Team Waste Characterization - Summer 2015
Integration and Planning:
Fort Leonard Wood, with support from CERL, developed tools and applied SDD principles and strategies
to imbed sustainability into the Installation’s planning, decision making, and operations. CERL is developing strategies to integrate Net Zero Energy, Water, and Waste into Installation planning and program
implementation to improve Installation resiliency and mission readiness. To do this, CERL is also initiating professional development discussions where specific projects and lessons learned are presented to appropriate Installation staff (primarily in DPW) to provide them with opportunities to integrate sustainable
design concepts into their projects. CERL offered two “Climate Change Adaptation” charrettes to present
and discuss the potential impacts associated with various climate change scenarios, or “Black Swan
Events” on training areas, ranges and infrastructure. CERL published one technical report on climate
change forecasts for Fort Leonard Wood and drafted a report on species and vegetation that could be established in range areas to mitigate potential climate change impacts.
Fort Leonard Wood, in partnership with Saint Robert, Waynesville, the Missouri Department of Transportation, and the Missouri Air National Guard, hosted an Airport Area Development charrette to create a
strategic plan for the airport area. Stakeholders created a sustainable development plan of the Fort Leonard Wood airfield and municipal airport to best serve Installation Mission and Community economic development objectives. The stakeholders identified the following objectives:
 The airport will be developed to have distinct military and Civilian air operations;
 Stakeholders will pursue funding to develop a new air terminal; and
 The cities will pursue grant funding from the state to develop a separate parallel taxiway.
The stakeholders defined a strategy to continue increasing Civilian air transportation into the airport as
well as expanding opportunities for additional services and facilities that will promote economic development in the region.
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Waynesville-St. Robert Regional Airport at Fort Leonard Wood
Next Steps
Between FY11-15, Fort Leonard Wood completed 22 of 41 sub-objectives identified to support the
three initial major objectives that define the Sustainable Development and Redevelopment LOE. Almost all of the other sub-objectives, 19 total, have been initiated and are progressing toward completion. Three sub-objectives have not progressed beyond identification and planning. In FY16, Fort
Leonard Wood and its stakeholders will re-visit the ISSP to revise LOEs and identify additional major
objectives and supporting sub-objectives to be accomplished over the next five years. Outstanding subobjectives will be integrated into the revised LOE.
The next two pages provide the final summary the Sustainable Development and Redevelopment LOE
as of year-end FY15. The FY16 annual report will provide an update on these on-going sub-objectives
as well as progress toward new sub-objectives developed in the ISSP update.
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Progress in LOE 1: Sustainable Development and Redevelopment
Major Objective 1.1 - Buildings in a campus setting that employ high-performance and adaptable systems
to progressively reduce the use of non-renewable resources
Sub-Objective

Status

Comments

A. Update Master Plan (MP) to reflect ISSP goals.
B. Establish zoning in Master Plan (MP).
C. Develop a resiliency campus plan.

Part of Downtown Area Development Plan.

D. MP programmatic environmental assessment.

On-going process.

E. Integrate water studies into MP and future designs.

On-going as part of Net Zero Water and privatization
efforts.

F. Develop and implement Storm Water Management Plan.

Plan completed 2013.

G. Develop list of low-performance facilities and targets for
demolition.

Developed target facilities to be moved to Downtown.
Repurposing is an on-going process that reflects the
goals of the MP and ISSP.

H. Develop repurposing plan.
I. Revise MP to promote walkability.

MP focused on campuses and downtown.

J. Develop Transportation Plan.

Transportation considered in all projects – no unified
plan.

K. Regional transit integrated into the Transportation Plan.

SOP working regional transit with community.
Stakeholders evaluating initial small scale mass transportation. Vanpooling participation on-going.

L. Redevelop transportation system to support walkable
campus concept.

On-going projects including autonomous transit systems and linked trails on– and off-post.
Part of ADPs and specific projects like trail system
development.

M. Integrate alternate transit options into MP.
N. Improve connectivity between cantonment area and
training sites.
O. Coordinate with Logistics and Readiness Center to identify alternative fuel infrastructure needs.
P. Identify where Installation assets can support community
sustainability.

On-going projects but no unified plan.
On-going as part of electric vehicle deployment.
Several projects on-going.

Major Objective 1.2 - Efficient use and management of energy and water that is provided from costcompetitive, secure, and renewable sources.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comments

A. Meter representative buildings 29,000 ft2 or larger.
Not all buildings metered; data evaluation is not routine.
21 meters installed since 2013 – characterization is on
-going. More meters needed.

B. Meter buildings as per EPAct 2005.
C. Install water meters.
D. Work with CERL on energy data collection and evaluation.

Continued efforts working with CERL to improve
data volume and quality.

E. Integrate energy/water usage into job performance accountability.

Building Energy Monitors have been trained and
tasked. Commanders not tasked with conservation
responsibilities? in IDPs

F. Develop Energy MP with on-site power generation included.

On-going planning – (e.g., CHP at Specker Barracks).

G. Document viable renewable energy sources.

EITF completed evaluation; no utility-scale renewables viable at this time.

Sub-objectives shaded gray are considered complete with follow-on activities to be integrated in the FY16 ISSP
Revision
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Major Objective 1.2 - Efficient use and management of energy and water that is provided
from cost-competitive, secure, and renewable sources.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

H. Establish power purchasing contracts.

Under development.

I. Monitor energy use daily.

Routine data evaluation and expansion of metering system on-going.

J. Perform energy audits on 25% of buildings annually.

Process is established and on-going – only 15% of
buildings audited in 2014.

K. Identify and prioritize energy and water improvements.

Process is established and on-going.

L. Establish annual work plan investment strategy for
sustainable development.

No annual investment strategy developed. Sustainability projects have been implemented.

M. Develop and roll–out command energy policy.

Developed and awaiting Command signature.

N. Develop and implement program to execute policy.

Many actions are underway to implement policy.

O. Perform baseline assessments of water usage.
P. Conduct sewer study to identify in-flow issues.
Q. Perform potable water system characterization.

Initial system characterization complete.

Major Objective 1.3 - By 2035, develop new and modernize existing facilities to perform at net zero
with respect to energy, water, and waste, while also providing a high-quality of life and adaptable
work environment.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Establish sustainability coordinator in Public Affairs
and Integrations Office.
B. Revise IDG to reflect high-performance building requirements.

Current design guides reflect some sustainable
development objectives – there is no Engineering
Design Guide that requires high-performance fixtures, systems, or materials.

C. Require all new construction and renovation to meet
revised IDG high-performance building requirements.

AIT barracks pilot for LEEDv4 under construction. Will provide template for all future construction.

D. Participate in net zero demonstration.

Test case for net zero planner.

E. Identify roadmap to eliminate inefficient buildings.

Downtown ADP based upon this list.

F. Train DPW staff on sustainable design.

Quarterly professional development credit series
started in FY15 – available for all appropriate staff.

G. Integrate LEED training into appropriate IDPs.
H. Establish intern program to support energy evaluations and designs.
I. Quarterly Meetings of ISSP Goal Teams.

On-going since FY2012.

J. Integrate construction and demolition minimization
into contracts.

Deconstruction pilot completed – cost effective
and will be used where appropriate for facility
reduction.

K. Annual internal ISSP conference and annual report.

Annual report – revisions to plan as needed.

Green Status = 90% complete, Yellow = On-going, Red = Not Started
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LOE 2: Adequate Manning, Equipment, Technology, and Facilities to Sustain Mission Services in Support of Training and Deployment
Goal Vision:
Fort Leonard Wood provides constantly improving mission services through strengthened communication,
collaboration, and coordination both internally and externally (tenants, other service providers, surrounding
communities).
Desired End-state:
Fort Leonard Wood has enhanced capabilities to rapidly adapt to emerging technologies and changing force
structure and doctrine to ensure sustainability. Fort Leonard Wood continues to reduce its logistics footprint
through facility and operational efficiencies including: reducing the costs for dining operations; reducing the
non-tactical fleet size; and planning for future development of a centralized, modernized Logistics Center.
Highlights of On-going Efforts:
In FY15, the Fort Leonard Wood Logistics Readiness Center (LRC) continued to streamline systems to provide exceptional services while reducing the installation footprint. The number of dining facilities (DFACs)
needed to support the mission remains at 10 but will be supported in 2016 with a more efficient new facility in
the Specker Barracks complex. LRC also continues to reduce fuel consumption through decreasing the Installation’s fleet size, improving the efficiency of vehicles, and using alternatively-fueled vehicles (i.e., E85, hybrid/electric). Since 2010, the non-tactical fleet has shrunk from 740 to 461. Of these, 27 vehicles (6%) are
hybrid-electric vehicles.
Fort Leonard Wood continues its partnership with the Tank, Automotive Research Design Engineering Center
TARDEC to demonstrate the use of autonomous electric buses to support dining, logistics, training, and graduation functions. The TARDEC Autonomous Robotics for Installation and Base Operations (ARIBO) program is partnered with Fort Leonard Wood for their autonomous bus demonstration. The Fort Leonard
Wood demonstration will consist of up to eight electric buses that will, initially, transport Soldiers in the basic
training campus between barracks and dining facilities allowing the LRC the flexibility to reduce the number
of open DFACs to reduce operating
costs. The current project envisions buses running a continuous loop with inground charging stations. Buses would
have seating or standing capacity and
could transport up to a Company of Soldiers in three to four vehicles. After a
successful three-year pilot, Fort Leonard
Wood could then look to expand routing
to serve additional transportation needs.
In FY15, Fort Leonard Wood and the
ARIBO program developed the requirements for the project to support closing
two dining facilities. The requirements
were packaged into an announcement
used to solicit, receive, and evaluate project approaches proposed by the research
team. ARIBO anticipates initiating the
project in the third or fourth quarter of
FY16.

Proposed route for autonomous busses to be evaluated under the ARIBO program.
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Fort Leonard Wood serves up to 900,000 meals
per month at its dining facilities, and some of the
prepared food is not consumed. In FY15, the Installation and SOP continued efforts to develop a
program to donate excess meals to feed those in
need. Fort Leonard Wood volunteered to pilot a
food reduction and donation program under its
Net Zero Waste initiative in support of the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Installation, Energy, and the Environment). Fort
Leonard Wood, SOP, and CERL are currently
developing a food reduction and donation project
concept which includes an on-going evaluation of
the quantities of food waste generated at DFACs.
The Pulaski County Sheltered Workshop (PCSW), the Sustainable Ozarks Partnership, the University of
Missouri Agricultural Extension, and private stakeholders are partnering to explore funding opportunities
and support from USDA and the State Department of Agriculture to establish a regional food hub. A regional food hub will make local foods more available, facilitate additional sales opportunities for smaller
farmers (including Veteran farmers), provide a single-sale point for local foods to the DFAC and Commissary, and support development of a secure foodshed. A local foodhub will also support the consumption of
foods that require a smaller carbon footprint for delivery to the Installation. In FY2015, Fort Leonard
Wood also initiated an evaluation of the carbon footprint associated with the secondary and tertiary Greenhouse Gas emission sources like commuting miles, product purchasing, and delivery. This evaluation will
be completed in FY16 and support characterizing the environmental benefit associated with sustainable
activities and projects that support ISSP LOEs.

Next Steps
Between 2010 and 2015, Fort Leonard Wood completed 16 of 22 sub-objectives identified to support
the five initial major objectives that define the Mission Services LOE. During this time, six subobjectives have been initiated and are progressing toward completion, and three are no longer of interest to the Installation due to changes in circumstance or mission. In FY16, Fort Leonard Wood and its
stakeholders will re-visit the ISSP to revise LOEs and identify additional major objectives and supporting sub-objectives to be accomplished over the next five years. Outstanding sub-objectives will be integrated into the revised LOE.
The next two pages provide the final summary the Mission Services LOE as of year-end FY15. The
FY16 annual report will provide an update on these on-going sub-objectives as well as progress toward
new sub-objectives that will be developed in the ISSP update.
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Progress in LOE 2: Mission Services
Major Objective 2.1 - Reduced footprint and optimized food service support
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment
Increasing number of recycling containers at
DFACs. Service contractor required to purchase
recyclable packaging.
Composting demonstration on-going, establishing a
food donation network to provide excess meals to
the needy.

A. Reduce or improve recycling of food packaging materials.
B. Identify approaches to reduce DFAC wastes.
C. Engage with community stakeholders.

SOP has engaged with stakeholders on food donation, local production coordination.

D. Optimize DFAC operations and personnel to meet
requirements and save funds/resources.

Since 2010, reduced number of DFACs from 18 to
10 since without negative impact to the mission.

E. Establish carry-out or dedicated field meal DFAC.

No longer a priority.

Major Objective 2.2 - Efficiency through establishing enterprise system for logistical support.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment
Lessons learned gleaned from support provided by
IMCOM/USACE in developing requirements package.
Completed as part of 1391 development.
Discussed as part of original charrette to define
needs.
Accomplished as part of Logistics Area Development Plan design charrette.
An area has been identified in the MP but design
will not occur until project is funded.

A. Engage with other installations to learn from other efforts to establish logistics centers.
B. Document requirements for the new logistics center.
C. Engage with DPW in developing plan for logistics training center as part of the Logistics Center.
D. Engage with user community on their needs.
E. Design and locate facilities.
F. Deploy cost centers against IMCOM/AMC standards.

No longer a priority.

G. Develop metrics and measures to track and improve
operational efficiencies.

These exist for current logistics functions but will
need to be revisited once the Logistics Center is established.

H. Establish Logistics Center.

Awaiting funding.

Major Objective 2.3 - Upgraded deployment support services and infrastructure (rail heads, rail, staging areas, airfields, etc.)
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Determine needs to provide optimal deployment scenarios.
B. Evaluate deployment requirements to better understand
deployment capacity needed.
C. Coordinate with user community to integrate their
needs into the evaluation.
D. Develop logistics plan that reflects deployment requirements and need for development to meet requirements.
E. Document, communicate, and synchronize with ARFORGEN Cycle.

Sub-objectives shaded gray are considered complete with follow-on activities to be integrated in the FY16 ISSP
Revision
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Major Objective 2.4 - Efficiency through establishing an enterprise system for service members in- and out-processing.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Evaluate automation effectiveness (Lean Six Sigma).
B. Baseline in-/out-processing statistics.
C. Identify and implement in-/out-processing improvements.
D. Compare current practices to the Army standard.

Major Objective 2.5 - A non-tactical vehicle fleet that provides optimum mission and customer support at minimum cost, while taking full advantage of emerging technologies to minimize negative
impact on the environment.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Reduce fleet size by 46% by FY12.

B. Increase number of alternative-fuel capable, hybrid,
and electric vehicles.

Bio-diesel fuel use was discontinued in 2012 due to
technical issues. In FY14, E85 accounted for
about 30% of centrally distributed fuel. Fleet now
includes 27 hybrid-electric vehicles. Additional
electric vehicles will be purchased in FY16-17.

C. Increase renewable/bio-based fuels consumed by fleet.

Bio-diesel fuel use was discontinued in 2012 due to
technical issues. In FY14, E85 accounted for about
30% of centrally distributed fuel.

D. Decrease petroleum fuel use.

EO 13693: Planning for Federal Sustainability in
the Next Decade establishes standards for vehicle
acquisition that will reduce petroleum use. Installation will continue to expand fleet of alternate-fuel
and high-efficiency vehicles.

Green Status = 90% complete, Yellow = On-going, Red = Not Started
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LOE 3: Full and Effective Community Engagement
Goal Vision:
Fort Leonard Wood has an effective and enduring strategic communications program that empowers and
engages the Installation with the greater community and stakeholders to support mutual missions and efforts, and enhance jobs to make Fort Leonard Wood the “station of choice.”
Desired End State:
Fort Leonard Wood is a station of choice surrounded by thriving communities.
Highlights of On-going Efforts:
Fort Leonard Wood, its regional communities, and the State of Missouri have a long history of working together for mutual benefit to mission, Soldiers/Citizens, family wellness, and business climate. Communities and the State worked together to make Fort Leonard Wood a permanent Installation in 1956. Fort
Leonard Wood and the communities came together in 1988 to receive the Engineer School, and in 1999 for
the creation of the MSCoE and the relocation of the Chemical and Military Police Schools. Community
stakeholders addressed Installation access, transportation, and housing issues. They also collaborated to
create the University of Missouri Technology Park at Fort Leonard Wood and the Leonard Wood Institute
(LWI) to address technology challenges and opportunities. Given this close cooperative relationship, when
Fort Leonard Wood began its journey toward sustainability, the community stepped up to support development of a sustainable region by establishing the Sustainable Ozarks Partnership (SOP).
Under the ISSP, the community and Fort Leonard Wood have worked to explore how sustainable development, joint projects, and partnerships can benefit the Installation and community. SOP, builds community
consensus for sustainable development concepts, approaches, and projects. The SOP has supported the engagement of regional experts and stakeholders on specific sustainability projects like increased purchase of
locally produced goods by the Installation, regional recreational and tourism opportunities, and development of a sustainable foodshed. SOP hosts an annual regional sustainability conference as well as numerous working sessions and workshops throughout the year.

Local Grade School Children at
Earth Day Event

Award-winning CERL Team.
Fort Leonard Wood has a broad community of partners and
is making in-roads toward national recognition of their sustainability efforts. CERL was recognized with the FY15
‘Award for Outstanding Team Effort’ for on-going projects
to support Fort Leonard Wood, and the Army as a whole,
demonstrating the importance of sustainability to all Army
installations. Annette Stumpf, a CERL research architect, is
one of the Army’s renown experts in sustainable design and
leads the community of experts in efforts to apply sustainability throughout the Installation, and across the Army).
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The SOP coordinated with the Missouri
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) to request expedited action on implementing DOD student identifiers in the records of all Missouri K-12 students. This helps DOD
track educational quality for DODrelated students. DESE took expedited
action and ensured that Missouri continued to meet DOD K-12 guidelines.

SOP Veteran to Farmer Workshops Supported
Veterans in Exploring Career Opportunities
The SOP, the Center for Rural Affairs, and University of Missouri Ag Extension continued
building the Veteran to Farmer training program
at Fort Leonard Wood. The team hosted five
workshops in FY15 and provided information to
more than 100 interested Veterans.

Regional Airport at Fort Leonard Wood
In May 2015 the City of Waynesville approved
the SOP's proposal to conduct an airport marketing program in support of the Waynesville/St.
Robert Airport at Fort Leonard Wood. The seven-month effort will provide a comprehensive
marketing program to increase ridership at the
airport and support airport growth.
Next Steps

March Listening Session
In March 2015, more than 2,100 community members, along with the largest congregation of federal,
state, and local elected officials in the region’s history filled Nutter Field House for the Army Listening
Session hosted by Fort Leonard Wood. Guest
speakers included Missouri Governor Jay Nixon,
U.S. Senator Claire McCaskill, U.S. Senator Roy
Blunt, and 4th District Congresswoman Vicky Hartzler. In addition, approximately two-thirds of the
Missouri Senate and more than 50 Missouri Representatives took buses from Jefferson City to Fort
Leonard Wood to attend the event. SOP coordinated the community capstone response to the Army.
The paper presented community concerns with the
Army plan for redistribution of basic training capability that would have resulted in an additional
5,400 military and Civilian job losses. The SOP
presented counter arguments to the original Army
analysis and highlighted the true value of Fort
Leonard Wood to the Army and the Nation. The
Army listened and changed its training redistribution pattern to minimize job losses to approximately 700 military and 200 Civilian positions,
a significant decrease from the original plan.

Between 2010 and 2015, Fort Leonard Wood completed 26 of 34 sub-objectives identified to support the
five initial major objectives that define the Community Engagement LOE. Of those sub-objectives, eight
have been initiated and are progressing toward completion. In FY16, Fort Leonard Wood will re-visit
its ISSP. Stakeholders will revise LOEs and identify additional major objectives and supporting subobjectives to be accomplished over the next five years. Outstanding sub-objectives will be integrated into
the revised LOE.
The next two pages provide a summary of the Community Engagement LOE as of year-end FY15. The
FY16 annual report will provide an update on these on-going sub-objectives as well as progress toward
new sub-objectives that will be developed in the ISSP update.
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Progress in LOE 3: Community Engagement
Major Objective 3.1 - Regional, community, and economic development programs that enhance the quality of life for the greater Fort Leonard Wood community
Sub-Objective

Status

A. Establish enduring policies that promote sustainability
partnership.
B. Engage local community on regional health care
needs.

Comment
Established Community Partnership Leadership
Agreement.
On-going.

C. Evaluate community incentives for sustainability.

Have identified incentives on a project-by-project
basis.

D. Precipitate a community health care forum.

Established under the auspices of SOP.

E. Continuously evaluate sustainability practices at other
installations and transition to Fort Leonard Wood.

On-going/continuous.

F. Explore government and local travel policies to promote use of local airport.
G. Compile and evaluate affirmative procurement data to
comply with and exceed requirements.

On-going.
On-going.

H. Explore charter air service expansion to increase airport throughput while also easing transit for trainees.

Initiated during the 2014 SOP Annual Conference.

I. Participate in off-post airport development and redevelopment forum.

Forney Field Area Development charrette held in
FY15.

J. Participate in regional land use plan based upon findings of JLUS.

On-going including development of an ACUB plan
to be drafted in FY15.

K. Develop JLUS.

Completed in October 2013.

L. Update and implement Installation Strategic Sustainability Communication Plan.

Continuous process.

M. Participate in regional economic development discussions and plans.

Initiated under the SOP annual meeting and specific
activities.

N. Host Sustainable Economic Development discussions
in the Fort Leonard Wood region.

In-process.

O. Participate in regional transportation planning.

Participated in SOP hosted discussions on regional
transportation at annual conference 2012-15.

Major Objective 3.2 - Expand and leverage enduring partnerships with academia, industry, and government to solve defense-related science and technology challenges; establish Fort Leonard Wood as
a thriving national security center to promote regional, sustainable, and economic development.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Establish forum to identify partnerships that support
tenants.

LWI, SOP, and ISSP provide forums for these discussions.

B. Review approaches to partnership development by
other installations

Completed by LWI and SOP.

C. Explore mechanisms to establish partnerships with
various organizations including universities, laboratories, other Army functions, other Federal Agencies.

Continuous process.

D. Conduct regional science and technology forums.

Some forums held but not a recurring process – not
necessarily focused on sustainability.

Sub-objectives shaded gray are considered complete with follow-on activities to be integrated in the FY16 ISSP
Revision
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Major Objective 3.3 - Fort Leonard Wood has consistent positive national media coverage that promotes commands, missions, and expertise.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Develop Strategic Communication Plan.

To be revised in FY16.

B. Establish information distribution mechanisms and
types of information stakeholders want.

On-going.

C. Periodically assess effectiveness of communication
mechanisms.

On-going.

D. Develop sustainability videos.

Developed one video on VRide service/van pooling.

E. Develop 20 sustainability story lines annually.

Number articles increasing.
National stories/articles about previous successes are
being published in 2016.
ISSP quarterly session and various on-line assets are
used. Data update and distribution is a continuous
process.

F. Market sustainability successes.
G. Use technology to support collaboration and communication.

Major Objective 3.4 - A regional partnership that promotes outreach to local communities, inspiring
community support. Community partnerships support the Fort Leonard Wood mission and enhance
stakeholder interaction (including Installation visits).
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Establish a forum to discuss sustainability topics with
local, regional, and national stakeholders.

Quarterly ISSP meetings include a forum with community stakeholders concerning Fort Leonard
Wood sustainability topics.

B. Engage with: Lake - Support the Fort; Rolla - Phelps
for the Fort; Lebanon - Friends of the Fort; Waynesville-St Robert - Committee of 50.

Accomplished primarily through topical sustainability meetings, ISSP, SOP annual conference, and
other efforts.

C. Establish quarterly presentation schedule between
Command Group and community stakeholders.

Command Group has periodic sessions with community stakeholders – no regular outreach sessions
on sustainability. Has participated in the SOP Annual Conference.

Major Objective 3.5 - Ozark Regional Sustainability Initiative.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Identify non-profit to form a regional community
sustainability organization.

The SOP partnership was formed in conjunction
with the LWI.

B. Staff team.

Sustainability coordinator established in Garrison.
SOP has dedicated staff. Installation has contracted
support on specific projects.

C. Develop scope of activities.

On-going development of annual plan.

D Identify and pursue funding.

Included securing a state tax credit for donations to
SOP (2013-14). Pursuit of grants and other Army
funding sources is continuous.

E. Initiate process for SOP operation and annual
meeting.

On-going since 2012.

Green Status = 90% complete, Yellow = On-going, Red = Not Started
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LOE 4: Service Members, Families, and Civilians Resilient in Mind,
Body, and Spirit
Goal Vision:
Annual Report
Fort Leonard Wood provides a quality of life that promotes resiliency—the ability to bounce back
from adversity—among all members of the community.
Desired End State:
Service members, families, and Civilians are provided opportunities, programs, and facilities that enable
them to become resilient in mind, body, and spirit. The Installation provides holistic, consolidated, and
multi-functional (educational, physical fitness, recreational/leisure, and religious) services based on ongoing needs assessment.
Highlights of On-going Efforts:
In June of 2015, LOE Team 4 evaluated the Directorate of Family Morale, Welfare, and Recreation
(DFMWR) 5-year Investment Strategy to identify approaches for integrating sustainability into the plan.
A charrette was held at the Quarterly ISSP so key stakeholders could contribute to and support integration
of this plan with the Installation Master Plan The goal is to synchronize both plans and integrate sustainable design into all future DFMWR construction projects. In 2015, Fort Leonard Wood continued various
efforts to promote sustainable development and improve quality of life. Several are described below.
M-Neat Evaluation Location

Score

FITNESS CENTER

0%

COMMUNITY

67%

DFAC: TRAINING

93%

DFAC: PERMANENT PARTY

94%

RESTAURANT (FAST FOOD)

49%

RESTAURANT (SIT DOWN)

23%

SNACK SHOP

N/A

COMMISSARY

88%

CONVENIENCE

33%

VENDING (NON-REFRIG)

0%

VENDING (REFRIG)

0%

WORKSITE

24%

AVERAGE m-NEAT SCORE

43%

As part of the DoD Healthy Base Initiative,
Fort Leonard Wood supported an evaluation
of food providers using the M-NEAT (military
nutrition environment assessment tool). The
evaluation provides information to support decisions about creating a healthy eating environment. The evaluation, completed in September
2015 resulted in a score of 43% at Fort Leonard Wood, an average score for an installation’s baseline. Fort Leonard Wood will continue to improve the healthiness of food
through this effort and other projects.

PCSW Farmers’ Market at Fort Leonard Wood.
In May, PCSW initiated the first Farmers’ Market at
Fort Leonard Wood. The market was offered once per
month through October at the Installation RecPlex under the sponsorship of DFMWR. The market hosts nine
vendors and community participation grew throughout
the season. Vendors realized over $12,000 in revenues
for the season. The products sold at the farm are local
having traveled no more than 41 miles to reach consumers (as opposed to the 1,500 miles traveled by most large
retailer sellers). The market supports family farmers, 25
percent of whom are Veterans, and their 700 combined
acres of land. It is the only market in the DoD operated
without funding from the host service. The market will
be expanded to open twice a month in 2016 at the
RecPlex starting 29 April 2016. PCSW will also look to
host another end-of-season festival in October 2016 as it
did at the end of the 2015 season.
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Initial Trail Routing Identified through Trail Blazing in Support of Mark Twain National Forest
Trails around Fort Leonard Wood.
Fort Leonard Wood identified the initial routes for a regional trail system through federal lands. The
initial goal was a series of trails that circumnavigate the Installation boundary. The discontinuity of
USFS and Installation holdings on the Western and Southeastern borders will result in a series of trails
that will be linked directly, where possible, or by roads as available.

The Fort Leonard Wood
Wellness Center opened June
of 2015. The center was established in the University Of
Missouri Tech Park on Replacement Avenue as part of
the Installation Health Promotion Program.
Next Steps

Fort Leonard Wood Wellness Center Floor Plan

Between 2010 and 2015, Fort Leonard Wood completed 13 of 26 sub-objectives identified to support
the six initial major objectives that define the Community Well-being LOE. Of the sub-objectives, 12
have been initiated and are progressing toward completion and 1 is no longer applicable. In FY16,
Fort Leonard Wood and its stakeholders will re-visit the ISSP to revise LOEs and identify additional
major objectives and supporting sub-objectives to be accomplished over the next five years. Outstanding sub-objectives will be integrated into the revised LOE.
The next two pages provide the final summary of the Community Wellness LOE as of year-end FY15.
The FY16 annual report will provide an update on these on-going sub-objectives as well as progress
toward new sub-objectives that will be developed in the ISSP update.
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Progress in LOE 4: Service Members, Families, and Civilians Resilient in Mind, Body, and Spirit
Annual Report

Major Objective 4.1 - Resiliency services in the Fort Leonard Wood downtown area increase
well-being

Sub-Objective

Status

A. Determine which services will be located in downtown.

Comment
Services that would be relocated to downtown have
been identified.
Space requirements in downtown plan are based
upon current space allocations. Exact requirements
will be established as the project is further developed.

B. Proponents provide space requirements to DPW.
C. Integrate resiliency service space requirements into
MP.

Part of ADP development, planning, and analysis.

D. Program resources for downtown location.

Resource analysis will be refined as the ADP is
developed and implemented.

E. Identify comprehensive Soldiers and Family Fitness
(CFS2) services by dimension.

On-going as part of Wellness Center implementation.

F. Identify gaps in services.

On-going.

G. Improve marketing and advertising to support and
leverage the Community Resources Guide.

Continuous process – materials need to be updated.

H. Determine how to integrate with the Community
Health Promotion initiative.

Downtown will house the Fort Leonard Wood
Army Wellness Center.

Major Objective 4.2 - Provide access to state of the art after hours accessible classrooms and laboratories to improve all approved degree programs and educational opportunities.
Sub-Objective

Status

A. Conduct an educational needs assessment of, at least
25% of, the Installation population including Service
Members and their family members, Government
Employees, contractors, and Retirees.
B. Conduct a focus group with the MOU partners soliciting recommendations for minimum facility requirements: child care; chemical lab; welding; auto mechanics; food availability between work and school;
changing area for Soldier who goes immediately from
work to school.

Comment
Continuous process.

C. Identify which facilities will be updated/upgraded/
replaced by existing projects.

Part of the downtown ADP evaluation and planning process.

D. Create partnership to develop a new education center
without Military Construction, Army (MCA) funding.

Downtown development process will address the
need for a new education center.

E. Collect data from the Army's education counseling
professionals concerning the educational programs
most asked for by service members and their families.

Process to identify existing needs. Offerings are
modified to meet identified needs of the Installation Community.

F. Improve understanding of how the relationships between the Installation and education providers work.

Sub-objectives shaded gray are considered complete with follow-on activities to be integrated in the FY16 ISSP
Revision
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Major Objective 4.3 - Construct a diverse interconnected trail system.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Develop regional trail system.

Trail development planning process initiated in 2014.

B. Draft (refine) trail route.

Trails defined – plan under development.

C. Work with DPW and Region to identify land owners on- and off-post.

Accomplished through JLUS.

D. Explore ways to secure funding or otherwise develop trails.

Engaged with Army Community Service volunteer
coordinator to work on plan development through
schoolhouses.

E. Determine the best way to connect the existing
park course stations to existing trails – establish
plan for on-post trail system.

Major Objective 4.4 - Develop, maintain, and sustain facilities and capabilities on the Installation to
support the Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness Program (CFS2).
Sub-Objective
A. Census fitness centers required compared to those
in R-Plan – develop plan to address any shortfalls.
B. Determine the number fitness centers operating at
ISR services green – develop a plan to address
any deficiencies.

Status

Comment

C. Execute plans.

Major Objective 4.5 - Modernize Community Library Services
Sub-Objective

Status

A. Identify new services and technology.

Comment
This is an on-going function.

B. Regain whole footprint of the first floor for
expansion.
C. Design/develop/provide new infrastructure to
include more electrical outlets, internet connectivity, new furniture, lighting, improved digital con-

Initiated in FY15 to be complete in FY16.

Major Objective 4.6 - Partnership with local community stakeholders to coordinate events and
services; distribute information about all services and facilities in the area; and leverage current
programs and funding to maximize benefit to the community through more diverse programs and
services that support a sustainable (mind, body, spirit) populace.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Identify, baseline, monitor, and increase partnerships with community for services.

Continuous process.

B. Increase participation in services and facilities (onand off-post).

Continuous process.

C. Strengthen relationships and communication.

Continuous process.

Green Status = 90% complete, Yellow = On-going, Red = Not Started
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LOE 5: A Culture of Pride and Trust throughout the Fort Leonard
Wood Workforce
Goal Vision:
Fort Leonard Wood becomes a station of choice for military and civilian workers because the Post’s quality of
life, jobs for family members, skills development, upward mobility, and professional challenges are among
the best in the Army system.
Desired End State:
Fort Leonard Wood provides the workforce developmental and educational opportunities so that it:
 Meets rapidly changing mission requirements;
 Has a high level of total fitness and well-being (mental, spiritual, emotional, physical health);
 Is demographically blended (mix of military, retiree, spouses, and local and external talent, ages, races,
gender);
 Transitions institutional knowledge within workforce from experienced to new workers;
 Has technical knowledge, certification, degrees, ongoing training, and licenses;
 Is motivated through incentives, rewards, and recognition;
 Feels like a stakeholder in mission accomplishment;
 Has physical facilities and an organizational working environment that support high performance;
 Operates within positive people dynamics;
 Believes individual and career growth is institutionally and socially encouraged, rewarded, supported,
and balanced with organizational missions and community goals; and
 Provides Military Families with access to employment services and educational programs to enhance
their stay in the Fort Leonard Wood community.
Highlights of On-going Efforts:
The Workforce Team is focused on developing a robust workforce that is best positioned to support the
mission now and into the future. A sustainable workforce is one that readily adapts and grows to meet the
challenges of the organization. As such, this team is focused on supporting existing systems in creating a
sustainable workforce that has knowledge of career and training opportunities.

The new Workforce Program Development Specialist established a monthly newsletter to provide information to the Fort Leonard Wood community. The Informer provides information on various programs
and efforts that are intended to support federal workers in developing and expanding their career in the
Government. The first issue, published February 15, 2015 addressed the Developmental Assignment Program, the Importance of IDPs. The February issue also provided program application and training dates
related to professional development. Subsequent issues addressed other available programs including
mentorships, internships, senior leadership programs, MWR employee development programs, and other
training programs. The newsletter has become popular for review at other installations. You can sign up
for The Informer by contacting Vince Carlton at vincent.d.carlton.civ@mail.mil.
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Fort Leonard Wood and Missouri S&T continued to explore the development of student projects that
could support Installation sustainability goals. In late FY15, MS&T started organizing a student engineering group (ENACTUS) that is interested in systems evaluations. ENACTUS will develop project
proposals and start efforts in 2016.

Next Steps
Between 2010 and 2015, Fort Leonard Wood completed 7 of 26 sub-objectives identified to support the
four major objectives that define the Workforce LOE. Of the sub-objectives, 11 have been initiated
and are progressing toward completion and 7 have not been initiated and may be eliminated in future.
In FY16, Fort Leonard Wood will re-visit its ISSP. The stakeholders will revise LOEs and identify
additional major objectives and supporting sub-objectives to be accomplished over the next five years.
Outstanding sub-objectives will be integrated into the revised LOE.
The next two pages provide the final summary of the Community Wellness LOE as of year-end FY15.
The FY16 annual report will provide an update on these on-going sub-objectives as well as progress
toward new sub-objectives that will be developed in the ISSP update.
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Progress in LOE 5: A Culture of Pride and Trust throughout the
Fort Leonard Wood Workforce
Major Objective 5.1 - Fort Leonard Wood community fully utilizes employment services
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment
Hired in support of the Directorate of Human
Resources within the Garrison organization.

A. Hire workforce development specialist.
B. Baseline and track usage of employment services.

Marketed through various social media, websites,
and directly to visitors.

C. Market use of Missouri Career Center.
D. Baseline number of unemployed spouses and family members who have sought employment but unable to find work matching their skills/experience.
E. Link on-post job sites with external sites.
F. Provide user-friendly support in developing resumes, applications, etc.

Major Objective 5.2 - Fort Leonard Wood develops and maintains a professional skilled workforce best positioned to support the mission with a workforce that develops through education,
training, and professional development.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment
Team has discussed this for years but barriers regarding managers and their uniform use of the
IDP across the workforce are significant.

A. Implement mechanisms to ensure appropriate use
of IDPs throughout the workforce.
B. Establish performance objectives for all managers
linked to accomplishment of IDP objectives by
their employees.
C. Establish benefit analyses that links individual performance objectives to unit mission performance.

Data is collected and evaluated on an annual basis
or as needed.

D. Track participation rates in mandatory training.
F. Develop partnerships with colleges that provide
credit for military course work toward college degrees and certification.
G. Develop Civilian and Military Police Bachelor’s
Program with partner universities.
H. Provide access to on-line engineering degree programs to Civilian and Military personnel.

Sub-objectives shaded gray are considered complete with follow-on activities to be integrated in the FY16 ISSP
Revision
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Major Objective 5.3 - Develop a workforce with strong leaders, continuity, and cross-functional
support that builds unstoppable momentum for safe and sustainable use of land, energy (fuel and
electricity), and materials.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment
Installation is developing a more comprehensive
understanding of consumption and waste patterns
through net zero initiatives. Awareness will be
raised as results of these studies are internalized
into operations.
VRide is active in the community and helping
employees take advantage of government ride
share/mass transit incentives. Other transportation options like bike lanes have not been initiated.

A. Raise awareness of resource consumption within the
workforce.

B. Create incentives and make alternate transportation
available for commuting.
C. Integrate sustainability message into seasonal safety
campaigns.

Goal team leaders have been identified and support efforts. Sustainability has not been specifically tied to performance reviews for these leaders.

D. Identify functional area sustainability champions and
integrate progress into annual performance reviews.

Major Objective 5.4 - Become an enlightened employer of choice that sustains a workforce that is
adaptable, dynamic, collaborative, motivated, and functions sustainably in meeting current and
future mission needs.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Develop Workforce Succession Plan.
B. Use alternative hiring mechanisms to expand talent
pool for hiring: intern programs, recent graduation
program, etc.
C. Grow leaders who appreciate the value of satisfied
customers – leadership that uses ICE and user reviews to improve their team.
D. Provide local training on critical management tools
and approaches such as career development concepts
and options.
E. Re-establish the mentorship program.

Garrison Policy #29 developed.

F. Baseline and characterize the benefits of workforce
tools that create adaptability/flexibility for workers:
flex-time, job sharing, telecommuting – document
potential benefits to the mission.
G. Promote use of Army incentive/award programs.
H. Establish an evaluation tool for determining how
facility renovation/upgrade benefits the workforce
and how this supports the mission.

Green Status = 90% complete, Yellow = On-going, Red = Not Started
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LOE 6: Modern, Adaptable, and High-performance Training
Facilities, Ranges, Land, and Air Space
Goal Vision:
Training ranges; maneuver lands; and associated air space are capable of supporting current and future military training to standard, while maintaining and sustaining training resources for current and future use.
Desired End State:
Training to standard with no lost training capability due to environmental restrictions or climate and mission changes through proactive planning, monitoring, and sustaining of training resources through mitigation of archaeological sites, a stable or increasing land-condition trend rating, acceptable environmental and
safety impacts, and minimal training restrictions due to physical and legal encroachment.
Highlights of On-going Efforts:

Berm Mitigation at Small Arms Firing Range
Range Maintenance constructed three new berms
to partially mitigate the Surface Danger Zone issues arising from training with the new 5.56 Enhanced Performance Round. The new berms were
constructed over the last 18 months on Ranges 4, 8,
and 22 with more than 55,000 tons of crushed aggregate fines. Ranges 4 and 8 were capped with
topsoil to promote vegetation growth to stabilize
the berms and reduce erosion. Range 22 will be
ready for seeding in early 2016. The 1200-hour
project was accomplished in-house using different
types of heavy equipment saving the Installation
more than $500,000. The berms will allow Fort
Leonard Wood to continue to meet the training
and safety requirements on the ranges.

Range Adaptation to Long-term Climate
Change Events
Fort Leonard Wood Range Management and Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization and Security participated in Climate Change Adaptation
charrettes to explore and understand the best available science to plan for a wide range of events that
might impact the Mission. The charrettes discussed “Black Swan” events such as changing
weather patterns, prolonged droughts, earthquakes, and sinkholes that could have serious impacts and should be integrated into range planting.
The technical report provides climate adaptation
options like the types of ground cover that might
be cultivated in range areas that can better survive
drought or wider temperature variations.

Next Steps
Between 2010 and 2015, Fort Leonard Wood completed 5 of 10 sub-objectives identified to support the 4
major objectives that define the Training LOE. Of the sub-objectives, five have been initiated and are progressing toward completion. In FY16, Fort Leonard Wood will revise the Training LOE. The next page
summarizes the Training LOE as of year-end FY15. The FY16 annual report will provide an update on
these on-going sub-objectives as well as progress toward new sub-objectives that will be developed in the
ISSP update.
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Progress in LOE 6: Modern, Adaptable, and High-performance
Training Facilities, Ranges, Land, and Air Space
Major Objective 6.1 - Prevent the permanent loss and recover any training resource due to internal
encroachment, biological, natural resource, or other issue.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Complete JSLUS.

Completed 2013.

B. Establish ACUB plan to protect boundary lands from
additional encroachment.

Development of ACUB plan initiated in 2014.

C. Establish zoning in MP that eliminates incompatible
development in the training areas – eliminate internal
encroachment.

Objective 6.2 - Develop, plan, and implement an acquisition strategy to provide modern, adaptable,
sustainable, and high-performance training facilities for all training requirements.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Implement range master plan to protect long-term
viability of ranges for expansion and to accommodate new systems and munitions.
B. Build all new range complex facilities to meet LEED
silver standards.
Specific projects have been implemented. Additional
efforts will be required to manage all erosion issues.

C. Establish and maintain erosion control processes.

Objective 6.3 - Training lands and facilities that meet mission requirements while protecting all
cultural and historic assets.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment
On-going – MP and range master plan linked along with
Installation strategic plan. Plans are not layered or necessarily consistent.
On-going process – GIS layers for historic and cultural
assets are being used in making development decisions
in range and training areas.

A. Integrate range master plan considerations into other installation plans.
B. Improve protection of cultural and historic assets.

Objective 6.4 - Protect and preserve training lands for current and future missions by maintaining
biological and natural resources in a sustainable condition to support military training and meet/
exceed environmental requirements.
Sub-Objective

Status

Comment

A. Reutilization of materials in range management and
development.

Have avoided disposal of rail road ties, rock, and concrete in various land management applications in the
range and training areas.

B. Increase recovery of metals from ranges.

On-going.

Sub-objectives shaded gray are considered complete with follow-on activities to be integrated in the FY16 ISSP
Revision. Green Status = 90% complete, Yellow = On-going, Red = Not Started
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